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Accurate localization is the key component in intelligent vehicles for navigation. With the rapid development especially in urban area, the
increasing high-rise buildings results in urban canyon and road network has become more complex. These aﬀect the vehicle navigation
performance particularly in the event of poor Global Positioning System (GPS) signal. Therefore, it is essential to develop a perceptive
localization system to overcome this problem. This paper proposes a localization approach that exhibits the advantages of Visual Odometry
(VO) in low-cost data fusion to reduce vehicle localization error and improve its response rate in path selection. The data used are sourced
from camera as visual sensor, low-cost GPS and free digital map from OpenStreetMap. These data are fused by Particle ﬁlter (PF) where
our method estimates the curvature similarity score of VO trajectory curve with candidate ways extracted from the map. We evaluate the
robustness of our proposed approach with three types of GPS errors such as random noise, biased noise and GPS signal loss in an instance
of ambiguous road decision. Our results show that this method is able to detect and select the correct path simultaneously which
contributes to a swift path planning.
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1.

Introduction

does not perform well in biased noise. Another solution is
the data fusion of multiple sensors such as the inertial
measuring unit (IMU), radar sensor, vision sensor, camera
and LIDAR to facilitate the ﬂawed GPS data. Early works
proposed that the integration of GPS and inertial sensors
can produce a more reliable navigation performance [3–6].
This becomes a common approach in localization study
with diﬀerent fusion strategies of direct or indirect ﬁltering
[6]. The GPS-INS approach, however, still requires high
precision sensors to achieve an acceptable positioning error.
Then, a recent paper presented a low-cost sensor fusionbased vehicle localization that addressed problems in
complex urban environments with GPS signal outage and
multipath propagation [7]. The proposed method applies
data fusion of GPS, IMU, wheel speed sensor, front camera
and digital map. Camera is used to detect road markings
and symbolic road marking (SRM) to build the digital map
and for lane detection. Although the evaluation of the
results shows signiﬁcant improvement in positioning error
and is able to retrieve localization information during GPS
outage, it suﬀers high error in large intersections. This is
due to the fact that the method relies on lane marking, thus

Currently, vehicle localization is determined by the encoded
position and timing data from the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) that provides global coverage. Examples
of GNSS include the USA’s NAVSTAR Global Positioning
System (GPS), Europe’s Galileo, Russia’s Global’naya Navigatsionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) and China’s
BeiDou Navigation Satellite System. These days, the most
widely used GNSS technology is the GPS and its receivers
are easily available even in handheld devices. However, its
position accuracy can be degraded by multipath error due
to high building interferences in urban area, trees in forests
and signal obstructed by bridges, tunnels or walls [1].
To improve the GPS positioning, we can detect and remove outliers from the collected data [2]. However, this
requires complex calculation and the method presented
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